Abstract Quorum sensing (QS) is a collective behavior whereby actions of individuals depend on the density of the surrounding population. Bacteria use QS to trigger secretion of digestive enzymes, formation and destruction of biofilms, and, in the case of pathogenic organisms, expression of virulence factors that cause disease. Investigations of mechanisms that prevent or disrupt QS, referred to as quorum quenching, are of interest because they provide a new alternative to antibiotics for treating bacterial infections. Traditional antibiotics either kill bacteria or inhibit their growth, producing selective pressures that promote resistant strains. In contrast, quorum quenching and other so-called anti-infective strategies focus on altering behavior. In this article we evolve QS in populations of digital organisms, a type of self-replicating computer program, and investigate the effects of quorum quenching on these populations. Specifically, we injected the populations with mutant organisms that were impaired in selected ways to disrupt the QS process. The experimental results indicate that the rate at which these mutants are introduced into a population influences both the evolvability of QS and the persistence of an existing QS behavior. Surprisingly, we also observed resistance to quorum quenching. Effectively, populations evolved resistance by reaching quorum at lower cell densities than did the parent strain. Moreover, the level of resistance was highest when the rate of mutant introduction increased over time. These results show that digital organisms can serve as a model to study the evolution and disruption of QS, potentially informing wet-lab studies aimed at identifying targets for anti-infective development.
Introduction
of the surrounding population. Bacteria use QS for a variety of purposes, including secretion of digestive enzymes in the gastrointestinal tract [10] , bioluminescence and phototrophy in marine environments [8, 43] , and, in the case of pathogenic bacteria, release of toxins or other virulence factors [15, 21, 39] . In addition, QS is closely related to other multicellular behaviors, such as the formation of biofilms [29] , where communities of bacteria secrete, and are encased in, a protective extrapolymeric substance (EPS) [40] . Biofilms are an important element of natural food webs, but their shielding properties make them a serious problem in human health [14, 17, 37, 58] .
One of the most pressing issues driving the study of QS is the evolution of antibiotic resistance. Traditional antibiotics either kill bacteria or inhibit their growth, producing selective pressures that promote resistant strains. Since the introduction of penicillin as an antibiotic during World War II, each successive deployment of a new antibiotic has been followed (in some cases, less than a year later ) by the evolution of resistance to that antibiotic [13] . In an attempt to gain the advantage in this "arms race," the research community has started to explore a fundamentally different approach to treating bacterial infections. These strategies, referred to as anti-infectives [1, 13] , attempt to modify virulent behavior without killing the bacteria. The philosophy behind anti-infective treatments is that if the bacteria can be manipulated so they no longer cause disease, the host will eventually be able to resolve the infection. Moreover, these therapies would presumably exert less selective pressure on bacterial populations than antibiotics, thereby limiting the development of resistance. Since QS is essential for disease progression in many pathogenic bacteria, it is a potential target for the treatment of infections. Disrupting QS behavior, referred to as quorum quenching [11, 32, 45, 48, 50, 52, 61] , has shown promise as an anti-infective strategy. For example, Rumbaugh et al. [52] demonstrated that a particular form of quorum quenching, discussed later, reduced the virulence of infections in mice and led to a decrease in mortality rate.
However, a key question about the longer term remains unanswered: Will bacteria evolve resistance to quorum quenching? While many evolutionary models suggest that anti-infectives should produce little resistance, researchers have also identified several ways that quorum quenching might indeed pose selective pressure on bacteria [18] ; indeed, some argue that selection will always act to promote adaptations that confer increases in survival and growth. Unfortunately, testing these predictions using traditional microbiology methodologies is challenging. For example, to quantify the development of resistance to quorum quenching requires somehow isolating resistant organisms from the total population. However, unlike treatment with traditional antibiotics, in which only resistant mutants survive and are easily identified, both resistant and sensitive organisms continue to grow in the presence of quorumquenching therapies.
In this article we investigate possible outcomes of quorum-quenching treatments through the evolution of digital organisms in the Avida system [46] . Digital organisms are a type of self-replicating computer program, subject to mutations and natural selection, that exist in a computational environment. In an earlier study [5] , we demonstrated the evolution of QS behavior in Avida populations. Specifically, we showed that populations are capable of evolving a strategy to collectively suppress self-replication when the population density reaches an evolved threshold. In the study reported here, we injected Avida populations with mutant organisms whose communication capabilities were impaired in ways intended to disrupt the quorum-sensing process. Our results show that the rate at which these mutants were introduced into a population influenced both the evolvability of quorum sensing and the persistence of an existing quorum-sensing behavior. Most importantly, we also observed resistance to this form of quorum quenching: Effectively, populations evolved resistance by reaching quorum at lower cell densities than the parent strain. The level of resistance was highest when the rate of mutant introduction increased over time. Although other researchers have investigated QS in computational systems [9, 16, 41, 42, 51, 55, 62] , to the authorsʼ knowledge this is the first study to show the development of resistance to interventions intended to disrupt the QS process.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 provides background on quorum sensing in natural and artificial systems. Section 3 discusses the Avida digital evolution platform, including extensions introduced for this study. Section 4 reviews the evolution of QS in Avida and analyzes the genome of an evolved organism. Section 5 defines the mechanisms used to disrupt quorum sensing and presents the results of quorum-quenching experiments, including conditions leading to the evolution of resistance. Conclusions and possible future directions for this work are provided in Section 6.
Background

Quorum Sensing
Quorum sensing in bacteria was first reported in 1970 by Nealson et al. [44] , dispelling a view held for 300 years that bacteria were asocial organisms. This discovery spawned a new branch of research to explore such interactions and assess the consequences of these behaviors [2, 21, 24, 54, 56] . QS has since been observed in many species of bacteria, which use it for a wide variety of purposes. Indeed, many key functions associated with bacteria (enzyme production, biofilm formation, and pathogenesis) have been linked to QS. To engage in QS, bacteria continually secrete and detect small-molecule signals called autoinducers (AIs) [44] . Under low-density conditions, the concentration of AI molecules in the environment is below the level of detection of the bacteria. However, as the cell density increases, so does the concentration of AI. When it exceeds a specific threshold, the bacteria detect the AIs and switch behaviors to a high-cell-density state, which in turn triggers the upregulation of a variety of genes, including those that encode enzymes that produce the AIs themselves. This transition floods the environment with AIs, creating a positive feedback loop that causes all the bacteria nearby to switch to the high-cell-density state. Hence, the bacteria alter gene expression in unison, changing the behavior of the entire population once a quorum has been reached.
QS is closely associated with disease and has been shown to be a key regulatory mechanism for virulence expression [21, 45] . Moreover, many pathogenic bacteria, including Staphylococcus aureus, Streptococcus epidermidis, and Pseudomonas aeruginosa, employ QS to construct biofilms at high density [19] , adhering to host tissue as well as inanimate objects, such as catheters and other implanted medical devices [32] . Biofilm formation is a key virulence property of many bacteria, as it can render bacteria 1000 times less likely to be affected by antibiotics [17] and helps to protect the organisms against the hostʼs immune system [17, 26] . Other bacteria use quorum sensing to repress biofilm formation. Vibrio cholerae, for instance, alternates between expression of virulence traits while colonizing the intestine of a host, and expression of traits such as biofilm formation that help it to survive in marine environments after leaving the host [28, 57, 63] .
Quorum Quenching
Quorum quenching is the process whereby a quorum is disrupted by degradation of the AI molecules or inhibition of QS signaling. The intimate connection between QS and virulence in bacterial pathogens has led to extensive research on anti-infective quorum-quenching measures [11, 13, 32, 45, 48, 50, 52, 61] . One approach is to introduce into the population mutant strains incapable of producing AIs (signal-negative) or of detecting AIs (signal-blind ) [52] . Here, the mutants typically act as cheaters, exploiting the cooperative production of virulence factors, but not fully participating in the underlying QS behavior. Recently, Rumbaugh et al. [52] studied the disruption of QS in mice infected with P. aeruginosa by introducing different types of mutants. The authors found that mice co-infected with wild-type bacteria and signal-negative or signal-blind mutants had lower mortality rates than those infected with the wild-type bacteria alone. Furthermore, it was shown that signal-blind mutants were more effective at reducing the mortality rate than signal-negative mutants, suggesting that different impairments disrupt QS activity to varying degrees.
Despite such advances related to QS behavior, less is understood about the evolution of QS in bacteria. While researchers have determined that cheater cells can naturally arise and become predominant members of the population [20, 53] , it is impossible to study the evolution of QS de novo in a bacterial system, due to its complexity. Yet, understanding how these behaviors evolved is critical to revealing additional ways in which they can be modified, exploited, and disrupted in order to bring about desired changes in bacterial communities. Furthermore, such knowledge is essential to characterizing the development of resistance to different anti-infective strategies.
Computational Studies
To overcome the challenges of utilizing living organisms, researchers have gained insight into QS behavior by constructing models describing gene expression in QS bacteria. Several studies have used P systems [49] to abstract cell structure and operation [9, 51, 55] . These studies not only have increased our understanding of QS in biological organisms, but also provide a foundation for the development of novel, QS-based computational methods. In addition, Dockery and Keener [22] developed a model of QS in P. aeruginosa based on differential equations and used this model to help explain the molecular basis for switching between autoinduction states at different bacterial densities. More recently, Kambam et al. [31] used differential equations to model quorum-sensing behavior as an integral mechanism in a small two-species symbiotic ecosystem, enabling the authors to identify conditions necessary for steady state coexistence, and providing insight into potential molecular targets for bioengineering applications such as industrial fermentation.
Computational modeling has also been used to explore the evolution of collective behavior in bacteria. For example, Foster and colleagues [62] developed a computational model simulating biofilm development that approximates bacterial cells as small spheres. Using this model, they have demonstrated several key processes, including the selective advantage of EPS secretion [62] , the roles of quorum sensing in biofilm formation and dispersal [42] , and the effects of spatial structure on biofilm development [41] . In addition, Czárán and Hoekstra [16] developed a cellular automaton system and applied it to modeling the evolution of QS. That study is particularly intriguing, as a wide diversity of strategies evolved, depending on factors such as the cost of QS, the benefits of cooperation, and the amount of dispersal in the population. The study described herein complements the investigations described above by evolving QS behavior in digital organisms and then analyzing the responses when QS populations were exposed to different quorum-quenching treatments. These responses included the evolution of resistance to the treatments, where populations evolved to reach quorum at lower densities than they had previously.
Methods
The experiments were conducted using the Avida digital evolution platform [46] . Digital organisms in Avida replicate asynchronously and can interact with one another and with their environment. As in the natural world, whether a given organismʼs genes propagate to future generations depends on the organismʼs ability to replicate. However, Avida is not intended to simulate the physical and chemical processes found in natural organisms. Rather, experiments in the Avida "digital Petri dish" enable the researcher to distill complex interactions into an abstract form that permits direct observation and analysis, while still capturing key aspects of the evolutionary process [12, 25, 36, 47, 60] .
Basic Operation
In Avida, individual organisms compete for space within a fixed-size two-dimensional collection of cells. Each cell can contain at most one organism, which is composed of a circular list of instructions (its genome) and a virtual CPU that executes those instructions, as shown at the top of Figure 1 . Instructions perform simple arithmetic operations (addition, bit shift, increment, and so on), control the execution flow, and enable organisms to signal one another and sense their environment. An organism executes instructions on its virtual CPU, which contains three general-purpose registers (AX, BX, CX), two general-purpose stacks, and special-purpose heads that point to locations within an organismʼs genome. Similar to a traditional program counter and stack pointer, heads are used to control the flow of execution. The execution of an instruction costs both virtual CPU cycles and energy. Different instructions can be assigned different virtual CPU cycle and energy costs.
Avida organisms are self-replicating, that is, their genomes must contain instructions to create offspring. An offspring is placed in a randomly selected cell, terminating any previous inhabitant. Typically, an Avida population starts with a single ancestral seed organism capable only of replication. As organisms replicate, instruction-level mutations produce variation within the population. In this study, the ancestral organism contains 49 no-operation (nop-C) instructions and a single repro instruction, which performs self-replication. The nop-C instructions have no effect on the ancestral organismʼs observed behavior, or phenotype, excluding its gestation time. However, they do provide the evolutionary process with a "blank tape," as mutations during replication transform these nop instructions into other instructions through replacement, insertion, and deletion. Selective pressures, discussed below, favor sequences of instructions realizing behaviors that benefit the organism and its offspring. When conducting an Avida experiment, we execute several batches of experiments, each with a different configuration, and analyze the evolutionary process and resulting behaviors. A batch typically contains 20 replicate populations (runs), each of which starts with the same ancestral organism but a different random number seed, enabling the populations to follow different evolutionary paths.
In the version of Avida used in this study, each organism has an energy store, E S . An organismʼs metabolic rate, M, is calculated as follows [3, 7] :
where I MAX is a user-defined limit on the total number of instructions an organism can execute before its energy is depleted, assuming no new energy influx and that all instructions cost 1 energy unit. An organism with a higher metabolic rate will be granted more virtual CPU cycles to execute instructions than an organism with a lower metabolic rate. However, an organism with a higher metabolic rate will also pay a higher energy cost to execute each instruction. The actual energy cost per instruction, E C , is calculated as follows:
where I C is the default energy cost per instruction. An organism can increase its energy store, either individually or as part of a group, by exhibiting behaviors prescribed by the user, as described later. 
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Messaging and Interrupt Handling
Avida organisms communicate by sending messages to one another. A message consists of a single packet containing the values from two of the sending organismʼs virtual CPU registers. The send-msg instruction delivers a message to an organism residing in the currently faced cell; each cell has eight neighboring cells. If the cell is unoccupied, then the message is dropped. An organism can change its facing by executing one of several rotate instructions.
In most prior Avida studies using messages [6, 33, 38] , the receiving organism must explicitly retrieve the message from its input buffer in order to process it. However, for this study we extended Avida with an interrupt model similar to the execution model used in TinyOS [30] , an operating system for wireless sensor nodes. In this model, an organismʼs main execution thread can be interrupted by an event, such as receiving a message. To enable the evolution of an interrupt handler, we introduced two instructions that denote the beginning (msg-handler) and end (end-handler) of an interrupt handler. We emphasize that these instructions have simply been added to the set of instructions available for mutation into an organismʼs genome. Whether they are used is solely a result of evolution. Figure 2 depicts the semantics of these instructions within a genome. Assuming no messages have been received, when the sequential execution reaches a msg-handler instruction, the handler code is skipped, and execution jumps past the next end-handler instruction; if no end-handler exists in the genome, execution continues following the msg-handler instruction. However, when an organism receives a message, its genome is searched in the forward direction for the nearest instance of a msghandler instruction. If none is found, the message is ignored. If a msg-handler instruction exists, then the organismʼs context is saved (including registers and heads), the contents of the message are placed in the organismʼs registers, and the instruction pointer is moved to the instruction following the msg-handler instruction. An interrupt handlerʼs execution is terminated when the end-handler instruction is executed, at which time the original context is restored. If no end-handler instruction exists, execution continues sequentially through the genome in the interrupted state.
In this model, as in TinyOS, an interrupt handler cannot be preempted; therefore, all interrupts are handled atomically. Specifically, if a message is received while an organism is interrupted, the message is queued until the handler has finished, at which time the handler is reentered and the next message in the input buffer is processed. The interrupted context is restored only when all received messages have been processed. In this study, the input buffer is limited to 20 messages. Messages received when the buffer is full are dropped. 
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Demes and Group-Level Selection
In some Avida studies, all organisms are treated as part of a single population, in which case individual organisms compete against each other for space. However, in other studies, especially those involving the evolution of cooperative behavior, it is useful to subdivide a population and have groups of organisms compete [33] [34] [35] . As shown at the bottom of Figure 1 , a population of organisms can be partitioned into multiple independent subpopulations, referred to as demes. All demes have identical environments and initial configurations, and typically an organism can interact only with other organisms in its deme. Subdividing the population this way is akin to the island model [59] commonly used in evolutionary computation, and enables the detection and selection of demes that perform group-level behaviors. Demes are periodically pitted in competition against one another to determine which demes move to the next competition period. After a deme is selected for replication, mutations are applied to the genome that was used to seed that deme. The newly created genome is then used to seed the offspring deme. A sequence of seed genomes is referred to as a germline [35] . At the beginning of a run, all demes are seeded with the same ancestral organism. As genomes are mutated and used to seed other demes in subsequent competition periods, a tree of germlines is produced. In this work, individual organisms within a deme are able to self-replicate; however, those replications do not involve mutations to the genome. A consequence of this process is that all organisms within a deme are genetically identical. This approach has been theoretically [27] and experimentally [23] shown to be effective in evolving cooperative behavior.
Experimental Setup
The key instructions used in this study are listed in Table 1 . The instruction set includes send-msg, msg-handler, and end-handler, whose functionality was discussed earlier. Various types of rotate instructions were tested [5] , but the most effective were the single-step rotations, rotate-right and rotate-left, which enable an organism to rotate one cell to its right or left, respectively. Four different nop instructions were included (nop-A, nop-B, nop-C, and nop-X). Sequences of nops in the genome form labels that modify instruction behavior (e.g., which registers are used in an operation) as well as affect control flow by identifying the destinations of jump instructions. Additional details of labels and nop-modifiable instructions are described elsewhere [46] . Finally, the repro instruction is used for replication. It should be noted that this instruction set contains fewer instructions than in many prior Avida studies [36] . While other instructions could be included in the set of instructions available for mutation, our results show this set is sufficient for evolution of QS-like behavior. Populations were divided into 400 demes, each with a 5 × 5 torus topology. Each deme was seeded with a single organism at the beginning of each competition period. A competition period lasted for 20 updates, a unit of time in Avida where the average organism in the entire population will probabilistically execute 50 instructions per update. Following deme competitions and prior to reseeding, mutations to the germlines were applied as follows: Each instruction in the genome was subject to a 0.75% chance of being mutated to a random instruction, plus there was a 5% chance for a random instruction to be inserted at (or deleted from) a random location in the genome. When seeding a new deme, the seed organism was placed in a random cell and rotated to a random facing, so that its initial position and facing could not be "learned" through the evolutionary process. In addition, deme-level populations were well mixed, meaning that during replication, the offspring was placed in a random cell within a deme, with a preference for empty cells.
In this study, populations were subject to a deme-level pressure to conserve energy. Specifically, in deme competitions, demes that conserved more energy were probabilistically more likely to be selected for participation in the next competition period (fitness-proportional selection). At the beginning of a competition period, each deme was provided with a fixed amount of energy. Initially, all the energy of a deme belonged to the single seed organism, but every replication split the energy of the parent evenly with its offspring. At the end of the competition period, each demeʼs fitness was evaluated using
so that a demeʼs fitness value was proportional to the amount of energy it conserved. To avoid evolving sterile demes (e.g., demes within which no organisms are born, on account of evolving away the repro instruction), at least one birth was required for a deme to achieve a fitness above 1. We note that there are only two ways for a deme to lose energy. First, the organisms in the deme burn energy as they execute individual instructions. Second, the energy remaining in an organism is purged when that organism is replaced by a newly replicated organism. In this study, all instructions had the same energy cost, so different instruction execution sequences of the same length all had the same explicit energy cost. Therefore, the only way organisms in a deme could conserve energy, without becoming sterile, was to evolve some other means to limit self-replication.
Evolution of Quorum Sensing
Using the system described above, we conducted a series of experiments that demonstrated the evolution of QS in Avida populations; effectively, organisms used QS to limit replication and thereby conserve energy. We executed 20 runs, each lasting for 2,500 deme competition periods (generations). The amount of energy conserved by a deme determined its fitness, as defined in Equation 3 . In this section, we review the results of those experiments, including analysis of an evolved genome; additional details can be found in [5] . Of the 20 runs, 15 exhibited energy conservation, so the discussion focuses on those populations. The most abundant, or dominant, genomes from these 15 populations were then used as seed organisms for the quorum-quenching experiments described in Section 5.
Organism Density
As described earlier, QS behavior in bacteria exhibits two key features. First, a density-based change in behavior can be observed, and second, after a density threshold has been reached, a positive feedback loop is created that causes more AI to be emitted by the organisms. In Avida, the organism density is the number of organisms per cell; therefore, a density of 1.0 can be achieved only if every cell in the environment contains an organism. The dominant genome was extracted from each run at its conclusion and used to seed 400 demes, which were then executed for one competition period. During execution, we recorded for each deme the organism density, total births, and number of organisms running in an interrupted state. Figure 3a plots the organism density and total births per deme, averaged over all dominant genomes. As shown, both the organism density and total births per deme reached a plateau after update 4. We conclude that replication, which was present before update 4, was suppressed when the organism density reached approximately 0.8 organisms per cell, indicating a quorum had been reached. Figure 3b plots the average number of organisms per deme that were executing in an interrupt handler during the competition period. These data closely mirror Figure 3a , providing an indication that interrupts were being used to suppress organism self-replication. In addition, when we disabled messaging so that organisms could no longer be interrupted, the average organism density within a deme quickly increased to 1.0, and all demes died out due to energy depletion (data not shown). This behavior provided further evidence that interrupt-causing messages were an important feature of the evolved genomes. Next, let us focus on the genome of an organism that realized this behavior. Figure 4 depicts the genome of the dominant organism from the Avida run that produced the lowest average organism density, 0.67. In this evolved genome, an interrupt handler happens to wrap around the bottom and top of the genome, as shown. Hence, when a new organism begins execution at the top of the genome, it is in the interrupt handler code, but is not actually serving an interrupt. According to the semantics defined earlier, execution simply falls through to the next instruction, which happens to be a redundant end-handler instruction. (This redundancy is itself interesting; if one end-handler instruction were lost to mutation, the other would ensure that interrupts are still handled.) Thus, in the absence of messages, the organism will execute the first 16 instructions in the genome, with repro being the last instruction executed. (We note the presence of a redundant repro instruction as well.) During this sequence, the organism sends a message to its initially faced cell, then to the cell two rotations to its left, and then to the cell one rotation to its left. Finally, the organism replicates. In short, the organism will send three messages for every 16 executed instructions during normal execution and then replicate. Upon replication, the organismʼs state is reset, causing the genome to be executed from the beginning.
Genome Analysis
The above sequence will be repeated until the organism either runs out of energy, is replaced by the offspring of another organism, or is interrupted due to arrival of a message. If interrupted, the current context of the organism is saved, and the interrupt-causing message is processed in the inter- Figure 3 . Characteristics of dominant organisms when executed for one competition period after evolution: (a) organism density and total births per deme; (b) mean number of organisms interrupted per deme [5] .
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Artificial Life Volume 18, Number 3rupt handler. While interrupted, the organism will send one message to the cell it currently faces and two messages to the cell left of its initial facing. During this time, the organism might receive additional messages. The organism will remain in the interrupt handler, and therefore not replicate, until all received messages have been processed. Effectively, for every entrance into the interrupt handler due to receipt of one message, the organism will produce three messages and delay sequential execution by the time to execute the five instructions following the msg-handler instruction. An organism that receives one message during its sequential execution will send a total of six messages (three during sequential execution and three at interrupt level). An organism that receives two messages during its sequential execution will send nine messages, and so on. In turn, the messages sent by the organism are likely to interrupt neighboring organisms (which execute the same genome), causing them to send more messages, some of which will be directed back to the original organism. Hence, execution of the interrupt handler produces a positive feedback loop reminiscent of QS in bacteria, where the level of messaging (AI) in the system is increased, in turn increasing the chances an organism will become interrupted. Therefore, the expression of this individual behavior in a dense group of digital organisms will cause an organism to remain in a state of perpetual interruption and never self-replicate. The organisms continue to burn energy while executing in their interrupt handlers, but no energy is lost due to organism replacement. Although this behavior might appear unproductive from a computing perspective, we note that QS in bacteria is often irreversible, in that 
once the bacteria reach quorum, the high-cell-density state is maintained until an external mechanism intervenes to change the organism density (e.g., being flushed from a host organism).
Experiments with Larger Demes
To investigate whether the behavior scales, we seeded demes many times larger than the original 5 × 5 demes in which the behavior evolved. For each deme size, we conducted 15 different runs, one for each of the dominant organisms from the 15 (out of 20) earlier runs that evolved population control behavior. Each deme was allowed to execute for a single competition period. Figure 5 plots the average organism density for different-sized demes, over the duration of the competition period. Although it necessarily takes longer for the larger demes to populate, the final average densities all plateau at just over 80%. We conclude that the quorum-sensing behavior that evolved in 5 × 5 demes scales to the larger populations, reaching quorum at similar organism densities. Finally, we seeded a single 100 × 100 deme with an organism containing the genome in Figure 4 . We allowed the deme to execute for one competition period as we tracked the constituent organismsʼ execution behavior. Figure 6 shows snapshots of the resulting behavior, where each (x, y) coordinate corresponds to a single cell in the deme. Each cell is colored according to the current activity within that cell. If a cell does not contain an organism, it is colored white. A cell that contains an uninterrupted organism is colored black, and a red cell (shaded if printed in grayscale) denotes an organism in an interrupted state. As depicted in Figure 6 , the population quickly switches behaviors as density increases. Indeed, the time difference between Figures 6c and 6e is less than two updates. The rapid change in behavior is a hallmark of QS and has been observed in natural and, now, digital organisms. Having evolved QS behavior in Avida and with a collection of QS populations in hand, we were now ready to explore the effect of quorum-quenching strategies on these populations.
Quorum Quenching
As described in Section 2, methods of disrupting quorum-sensing behavior are of considerable interest as possible treatments for bacterial infections. One approach is to inject the QS population with mutant organisms that are incapable of either producing (signal-negative) or detecting (signal-blind ) AI molecules [52] . In this section we describe experiments to determine whether similar methods are effective against the QS behavior that evolved in Avida populations. Specifically, we observed how digital organisms fare in environments where offspring are probabilistically impaired at birth so they cannot send or receive messages, which organisms treat analogously to AI molecules. 
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In all experiments described, the populations were again divided into 400 5 × 5 toroidal demes. Each deme was seeded with an organism at the beginning of each competition period, which lasted for 20 updates. At the end of a competition period, each demeʼs fitness was evaluated using Equation 3. The genomes used for the initial seed organisms varied by treatment, and will be described below.
Evolving QS in the Presence of Mutants
First, we investigated whether Avidians can evolve QS behavior despite the presence of mutants in the population. In this treatment, mutants were introduced at five different rates: 0, 1, 2, 5, or 10 percent of all births. Signal-negative (send-impaired) mutants were constructed by disabling the send-msg instruction. Signal-blind (receive-impaired) mutants were constructed by disabling message receive interrupt handlers, causing all messages to remain buffered. We conducted a set of experiments for each of the 25 resulting pairs of send and receive mutant introduction rates. Once a mutant was introduced, it remained a mutant for its lifetime, and its impaired abilities were inherited by all its descendants. As in the QS experiments described in Section 4, the default ancestral organism contained 49 nop-C instructions followed by a single repro. A copy of this organism was used to seed each deme, in each of 20 runs, for each of the 25 mutant rate pairs. Each run was also seeded with a different random number and allowed to evolve for 5,000 generations (competition periods). Compared to the QS experiments in Section 4, the additional 2,500 generations facilitated later comparisons between treatments that were seeded with the default ancestral organism and those seeded with the dominant organisms produced by the QS experiments. Figure 7 plots the fraction of runs for each mutant rate pair that evolved QS behaviors. From this figure, we observe that the introduction of receive-impaired mutants is more effective at preventing QS than that of send-impaired mutants. As the fraction of receive-impaired mutants increases, the number of runs that evolve QS behavior approaches zero. This result suggests that an environment with a high concentration of mutants incapable of receiving messages produces a barrier to the Figure 6 . Snapshots of a 100 × 100 deme initially seeded with the genome shown in Figure 4 : (a) the initial state of the deme with a single uninterrupted organism in the lowest, leftmost cell; (b,c) steady exponential increase in population size where the majority of organisms are executing sequentially; (d,e) rapid behavioral change from self-replication to suppression of self-replication; (f) state of the deme population 40% of the way through a competition period [5] .
evolution of QS. Apparently, to evolve QS, the fraction of organisms unable to receive messages must remain small, less than 5%.
A possible explanation for the disparity between treatments with send-and receive-impaired mutants is that sending a message is less costly than receiving one, considering the time needed to execute interrupt handler code. Moreover, if the evolved behavior is similar to that of the organism in Figure 4 , the number of messages generated is greater than the number that can be processed. Therefore, replacing some percentage of organisms with send-impaired mutants would likely produce less effect on the overall process than would the introduction of receive-impaired mutants. To further examine this issue, we next tested the resistance of organisms that had already evolved QS, to the introduction of mutants.
Resistance in Quorum-Sensing Organisms
In this treatment, we extended the 20 runs described in Section 4 from 2,500 deme generations to 5,000, allowing evolution to further optimize the genomes in the absence of artificially introduced mutants. We observed during this extended trial that 16 runs evolved QS, one more than with 2,500 generation. We then tested the robustness of the 16 dominant genomes to the introduction of mutants. We note that the energy consumed by organisms with any of these 16 genomes will eventually deplete the available energy of the deme containing that organism, causing deme death, unless the birth rate is limited and many organisms are locked in an interrupted state. As noted earlier, although interrupted organisms continue to execute and consume energy, the consumption rate is far less than for populations in which organisms are replicating (and others are being replaced). Using the same mutant introduction rates as before, we subjected each of these 16 dominant genomes to all 25 pairs of mutant introduction rates for one competition period. In each of the 400 tests, we injected into all 400 demes a copy of a seed organism containing the selected dominant genome. We then measured the deme survival rate, that is, the fraction of demes that contain living organisms after one competition period. This metric provides an indication of how successful the organisms were at resisting impairments. Figure 8 shows the mean fraction of demes surviving at the conclusion of a competition period, interpolated over the range of 0 to 10 mutants per 100 births for both mutant types. As expected, when mutants were not present (the conditions in Section 4), all of the demes contained living organisms at the conclusion of the experiment, denoted by point A in Figure 8 . Moreover, the introduction of only send-impaired mutants had minimal effect on the number of demes that survived for a single competition period. Across the 16 runs, only 549 out of 6,400 demes (16 runs × 400 demes each) succumbed to the highest introduction rate of send-impaired mutants (10%) and the lowest introduction rate of receive-impaired mutants (0%), denoted by point B in Figure 8 . However, demes that were subjected to the introduction of receive-impaired mutants exhibited a dramatic increase in deme mortality. At an introduction rate of 10%, such mutants killed 88.4% of all demes tested, specifically 28,297 out of 32,000 across the five send-impaired mutant birth rates (5 impairment rates × 16 runs × 400 demes). Clearly, the evolved genomes were more susceptible to disruption by receive-impaired mutants than by send-impaired mutants. Based on these data, a logical quorum-quenching treatment would be to introduce receive-impaired mutants into the demes.
We observe that while the dependence trends in Figure 8 are similar to those in Figure 7 , a higher resistance to receive-impaired mutants was exhibited. Specifically, a 10% introduction rate did not inhibit QS in all demes. The presence of this resistance is intriguing, since the dominant genomes evolved under conditions free of explicitly introduced mutants, limiting selective pressures that might drive a population toward a resistant solution. However, we note that pressure to build up resistance to mutants could be supplied during the evolution of QS by the deme-level fitness function, which rewards demes that minimize their energy consumption. Specifically, QS populations must overcome genetic mutations that, during the evolutionary process, regularly produce variants whose QS behavior is disrupted in some way. We hypothesize that this evolutionary pressure produces a more robust algorithm, regardless of whether the misbehaving organisms are produced through natural genetic mutation or are artificially impaired and placed in the population. Extending this line of exploration, we next investigated whether even more resistant organisms might evolve under environmental conditions where the introduction of mutants was gradual.
Evolving Resistant Organisms-Staged Method
In this set of experiments, we used as seed organisms the QS-performing dominant genomes from the sixteen 5,000-generation runs (Section 5.2) and evolved them for an additional 5,000 generations. During the runs, the populations were subjected to a staged increase in the level of receive-or sendimpaired mutants. Specifically, the impaired mutant introduction rate started at 1% and was increased by 1% every 500 competition periods. At the end of each such stage, we extracted the dominant genomes and evaluated them during one competition period at the same mutant introduction rate. We carried out 10 replicate runs (with different random number seeds) for each of the 16 dominants; each had 400 demes initialized with the corresponding dominant. All other configuration parameters were identical to those of the experiments described in Section 5.2. Figure 9 plots the results for the staged introduction method. Consistent with the two previous experiments, receive-impaired mutants had a greater effect on a demeʼs ability to conserve energy than did send-impaired mutants. However, these data show that the organisms developed a stronger resistance to both mutant types. Indeed, for the case of send-impaired mutants, all of the 160 runs exhibited energy-conserving QS behavior at the end of every stage. Even at the 10% introduction rate, all demes survived, compared to approximately 90% in the previous experiment (point B in Figure 8 ). Apparently, as the environment became increasingly adverse with respect to the introduction of send-impaired mutants, the evolutionary process produced organisms that were more robust to these mutants. For the case of receive-impaired mutants, the last three stages demonstrate a rapid decline in the fraction of populations that survived; by the last stage, only six of the 160 runs were viable. However, at introduction rates from 1% to 6%, all of the 160 dominants were immune to receive-impaired mutants, a considerable increase compared to the results in Figure 8 .
Despite the clear effect of mutants on deme mortality rate, we note that these data alone do not reveal whether QS was actually suppressed by the introduction of mutants, or whether the code for the behavior simply evolved away. To help answer this question, we analyzed the behavior of individual organisms. The strategy evolved in all initial QS dominant seed organisms was to repeatedly interrupt their neighbors at quorum, preventing self-replication. By causing interrupts, an organism can effectively extend the time until its neighbor replicates, assuming replication does not occur within the interrupt handler. Figure 10 shows the mean number of organisms interrupted per deme during evolution in the staged environment. For the case of send-impaired mutants, we observe only a small decline in the number of interrupted organisms, indicating that the genomes subjected to these mutants did not lose the genetic code required to handle an interrupt. However, we observe a larger decline in the 
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Artificial Life Volume 18, Number 3treatment where receive-impaired mutants were introduced. In the early stages, the interrupt code is apparently still present in the genome. However, by the last few stages, the decline to near zero indicates that either the mutants are disrupting QS to the extent that organisms are rarely interrupted, or that the genetic code to handle interrupts has evolved away. To elucidate changes in genomes (and hence behavior ) over evolutionary time, we extracted dominant genomes at time points 0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% through each of the staged environment runs. We then tested these dominant genomes for QS behavior in the absence of mutants. Specifically, each dominant genome was used to construct a seed organism that was then injected into each of 400 demes. The demes were allowed to execute for one competition period, and we tracked the mean organism density (fraction of occupied cells per deme) of all demes. We then identified the genomes that were performing QS and plotted the mean organism density of all demes for each of the dominant genomes over the course of a single competition period. Figure 11a plots the mean organism density of the dominant genomes extracted at different points during the staged runs with send-impaired mutants. These data show that as the runs progressed (and the percentage of mutants increased), the populations evolved to reach quorum at a lower organism density, concluding with a mean quorum-triggering density of approximately 0.65 for organisms extracted 100% of the way through the runs. In addition, we note that all pairwise comparisons of organism density at the end of a competition period, excluding the 0% and 25% pair, are significantly different according to the Wilcoxon rank sum test for equal medians using an a = 0.01. The significant decline in organism density required to reach a quorum illustrates the effect of evolution with increasing numbers of send-impaired mutants. Specifically, a quorum is sensed, triggering behavioral change, with fewer organisms, thereby producing a fitter deme. Figure 11b shows that receive-impaired mutants had a similar effect, reducing the number of organisms required to achieve a quorum. However, unlike send-impaired mutants, as the introduction of receive-impaired mutants increased, the time required to achieve a quorum also increased, which had a negative effect on the ability of a deme to sense a quorum. Eventually, only six of the 160 dominant genomes present at the end of the staged environment runs performed QS in the absence of mutants. These are the same six runs that perform QS in the presence of receiveimpaired mutants introduced at a rate of 10%. This fact, in conjunction with the data presented in Figures 9 and 10 , demonstrates that receive-impaired mutants introduced at a rate of 10% of all births was effective at disrupting QS. Furthermore, their presence caused QS behavior to evolve away in more than 96% of the runs. Finally, we note that the 100% populations actually reach a higher quorum level than that of the 25%, 50%, and 75% populations. This result could be due to a lucky mutation Figure 11 . Mean organism density of dominant genomes extracted from runs exposed to a staged increase in (a) sendimpaired mutants or (b) receive-impaired mutants. Different curves (0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 100%) refer to the point in the run when the dominant genomes were extracted. Error bars are omitted for clarity. Data is a composite of 160 samples per line, 16 runs (one per dominant genome) × 10 replicates.
that produced more robust QS behavior near the end of the run, possibly combined with the effects of the small sample size for this data point (six runs).
Conclusions and Future Work
Quorum sensing is a collective signaling behavior used by bacteria for a wide variety of purposes, both beneficial and harmful. Enhancing our understanding of cooperation in this process, and how it can be disrupted, can directly advance many fields, including ecology, agriculture, and medicine. In particular, quorum quenching therapies are viewed as a potential alternative to traditional antibiotics, and recent in vivo experiments show promise [52] . However, while evolutionary models predict such treatments are less likely to lead to the development of resistance, this hypothesis is difficult to test in living organisms in a timely manner. The complexity of these biological processes demands novel approaches, such as computational evolution, to tease apart the interrelated factors that produce and sustain them.
In this article we have explored both quorum sensing and quorum quenching in digital organisms. Our experiments demonstrated that Avida populations, when provided with the instructions capable of handling interrupts, evolved a density-dependent signaling protocol reminiscent of QS in bacteria. Effectively, the Avidians evolved to treat messages as autoinducer molecules: For every message received, the organism jumped to its interrupt handler and sent three messages, producing a positive feedback loop characteristic of QS in natural systems. Avidians used this protocol to suppress population growth, thereby conserving energy and achieving higher fitness.
We then carried out several treatments where we introduced either send-impaired or receiveimpaired mutant organisms into Avida populations. The results indicated that the introduction of send-impaired mutants had a relatively small effect on populations that had already evolved QS, but receive-impaired mutants had a large effect. In a subsequent set of experiments, these mutants were introduced at increasing rates over time, from 1% to 10%, and a higher level of resistance was observed for both types of mutants. Analysis of the dominant genomes showed that organisms had evolved resistance by reaching quorum at lower cell densities than the parent strain; effectively, the populations responded to disruption by altering the definition of quorum.
Our ongoing studies address both computational and biological QS experiments. In addition to providing insight into general principles regarding the evolutionary process, targeted Avida experiments can generate testable hypotheses for specific wet-bench experiments. We are currently conducting Avida-inspired studies with the bacteria Vibrio harveyi, V. cholerae, and P. aeruginosa; these species are genetically tractable and have well-established QS and biofilm formation systems. For instance, we are testing the predictions generated by the Avida study described in this article by examining the ability of send-impaired and receive-impaired V. harveyi mutants to inhibit QS of the wild-type strain. We expect the results of those experiments to feed back into the computational models, leading to a deeper understanding of not only collective behaviors, but also the selective pressures and environmental conditions that can lead to their evolution. It is our goal that these two distinct but related methods will inform and direct each other in a reciprocal manner, accelerating any progress that either approach could make independently.
Further Information
Information on evolving adaptive and cooperative behavior in Avida can be found at http://www. cse.msu.edu/thinktank. Papers on other applications of digital evolution and the Avida software are available at http://devolab.msu.edu. The source code for Avida is free software available under the GNU General Public Licence and is available for download via SourceForge (http://sourceforge. net/projects/avida). All data reported in this article were produced using version 3204 of the Avida source code, also publicly available in a subversion repository located at https://avida.devosoft.org/ svn/branches/interrupt.
